Emma is not my only grandchild, only the newest. I have a bunch more and here are two Halloween specials. Now their mom, my daughter Iotis, is also a Supermom, in fact my first born, trained under my wife Margaret, another Supermom.

Here is my Grandson Max, whom I believe is seven years old, soon to be eight. He is Jack Pumpkinhead, right out of the Oz books. And here is Molly, who is six years old and appearing this Halloween as Ozma of Oz.

Now Max is a very good Jack Pumpkinhead, and I am sure his mom made this papier-mâché head, but Molly is a stellar Ozma, because she has studied princesses of all kinds since she was very young. Just look into her eyes and you know that I am telling it like it is.

Hi Max and Molly!